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A Look Back at Our Predictions for 2016 

Summary 

In late 2015, we set out more than 80 predictions for the connected world (see CCS Insight 
Predictions for 2016 and Beyond). Here we review 12 of them that identified trends correctly 
and six that failed to hit the mark. For each, we explain why we were right or wrong. 

Insight 

 This review limits its scope to predictions that have played out in the past 12 months. 
Some of our predictions look at longer-term trends. Please contact us if you would like 
to discuss other predictions. 

 We correctly identified several trends in the semiconductor market, including the return 
of ARM chipmakers to Windows devices. We also noted that Mozilla would abandon its 
operating system for smartphones. But we overestimated Google's appetite for yet 
another variant of Android, and we expected more 360-degree content to emerge by the 
end of 2016. 

Analysis 

Twelve We Got Right 

By 2017 Google is obliged to launch a dedicated Android update service. Google has 
launched this process for a few devices, largely limited to Google-controlled Nexus and Pixel 
devices and a small number of flagship products from Samsung. The scale and diversity of 
Android hardware coupled with operators' control of distribution make an update service 
extremely difficult to roll out broadly. Nonetheless, Google will continue to face pressure, 
particularly as use of Android in the enterprise increases. 

Mozilla abandons Firefox OS for smartphones in 2016. Mozilla ceased supporting Firefox 
OS for smartphones in May 2016, although it continued to support the operating system for 
use in TVs and uphold its partnership with Panasonic. Since then the project has been 
terminated entirely. Mozilla explored opportunities in the Internet of things, but announced 
in February 2017 that it had shifted from "launching and scaling commercial products to a 
focus on research and advanced development". 

In 2016, more than two-thirds of new post-paid mobile contracts in the UK are for less 
than £20 a month. Although regulator Ofcom has not yet released its full analysis of 2016, 
we are confident this prediction has come true. Several factors have influenced pricing 
trends, notably strong uptake of SIM-only contracts, many of which are priced substantially 
below £20 per month. The migration of subscribers from prepaid to contract connections 
and a lacklustre smartphone market have also driven average contract prices down. 

Google strives to break the app paradigm over the next three years and shifts focus to 
Web notifications. Google has pursued several strategies to overcome the threat that apps 
represent to its core business. Web notifications has been one mechanism, supported by two 
other efforts. The first is a concept that Google terms the Physical Web; it uses URLs and 
Bluetooth to interact directly with physical devices. The second is Android Instant Apps, 
which allow users to access content within an app without having to undertake a full 
download and installation. Both efforts are in their early stages, but Android Instant Apps 
hold particular promise — for Google, consumers and developers. 

https://my.ccsinsight.com/Research/item.html?id=2566
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Until 2018, most people's first experience of 4K TV services comes from Web and 
telecom players, not traditional broadcasters. Recent moves by pay-TV providers suggest 
that traditional broadcasters have fallen further behind. Telecom operators such as BT and 
Telefonica are starting to place more focus on 4K TV services. Web providers still lead the 
pack, pushing the boundaries with the roll-out of high dynamic range (HDR) technology to 
support their efforts in 4K programming. Some pay-TV providers are fighting back — Sky and 
DirecTV, for example, have launched live TV broadcasts in 4K, mostly for sport. 

Qualcomm introduces Snapdragon sub-brands for Internet of things chips in 2016. In 
2016, Qualcomm launched two platforms designed specifically for wearables. Snapdragon 
Wear 2100 is targeted at multipurpose smartwatches; Snapdragon Wear 1100 is intended for 
wearables with certain feature sets, such as location trackers for children. The Snapdragon 
Wear 2100 chipset in particular has seen good uptake by almost all Android Wear smartwatch 
producers, and we expect Qualcomm to maintain the momentum built up by its new offering. 

The European Commission imposes plans to mandate a minimum broadband speed of 30 
Mbps for all citizens by 2020. In September 2016, the European Commission went further 
than our prediction by proposing a universal service obligation of 100 Mbps downloads for all 
households, rural and urban, with the potential to upgrade to gigabit speeds. However, the 
planned implementation is five years later than we predicted, in 2025. To achieve its bold 
aim, the authority intends to stimulate private investment and ease wholesale obligations. 

Telefonica launches an own-brand smart TV in 2016. In partnership with Vestel, Telefonica 
launched its own-brand TV set in early 2016. The product's principal goal is to boost viewers 
for its 4K TV service; the company is aiming for 1 million subscribers to the service by 2018. 
In our view, Telefonica has set the benchmark for other operators looking to move into TV 
services. It has made acquisitions, invested in premium content rights, commissioned original 
shows, offered bundles including TV sets and moved into own-brand TV hardware. 

By 2017, providers of enterprise-grade security solutions create products for the 
connected home. We have seen launches in this area from BullGuard, which acquired Dojo 
Labs during 2016, and Cujo. Both use industrial security approaches, with machine learning 
applied to the traffic patterns on a network. However, both have packaged their products 
to appear more consumer-friendly, rather than leaning on any enterprise heritage. 

The first fully-fledged blockchain service beyond online currencies goes live in 2016. 
There are now several examples of blockchains being used beyond virtual currencies. Nasdaq 
is developing blockchain-based services in Estonia for companies to track shares they have 
issued and settlements of share transactions; in Denmark, the Liberal Alliance will use a 
blockchain system to record internal voting at the party's annual meeting; and Australian 
power company Power Ledger is expanding its trial service for peer-to-peer energy trading. 

In 2016 a phone-maker designs its smartphone packaging to double as a virtual reality 
headset. As our predictions went to print in 2015 this item came true. Yezz, a US smartphone 
maker, included a Google Cardboard-based viewer as part of the packaging for its Andy 5VR 
and 5.5VR mid-tier Android smartphones. In February 2016, the trend continued as Alcatel 
unveiled its Idol 4 smartphones; the plastic packaging also served as a virtual reality headset. 

ARM silicon providers cautiously return to Windows in 2016. A few months later than we 
expected, Qualcomm announced that its Snapdragon 835 chipset will support Windows 10. 
Contrary to the approach taken with Windows RT, Windows 10 on ARM will support WinRT 
programs. Both ARM and Qualcomm are positioning forthcoming chipsets for thin and light 
systems with the benefit of wide area connectivity. We predict the move will spur Intel to 
commit more heavily to integrating cellular modems into its silicon. We also expect new 
business models and operator partnerships will emerge that reduce the cost and increase 
the attractiveness of connected Windows devices. Deals are likely to include the zero-rating 
of specific services such as Microsoft Office 365. 
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Six We Got Wrong 

By the end of 2016 all major new movies have a 360-degree trailer. Although this 
prediction proved overambitious, interest from Hollywood studios in 360-degree material 
has been significant. Lucasfilm enjoyed early success with Star Wars: The Force Awakens. It 
created an exclusive 360-degree video for Facebook, which has gathered over 8 million 
views. Other major films to be accompanied by 360-degree trailers include The Jungle Book, 
Pete's Dragon, Ben-Hur, and The Hunger Games. Productions such as Game of Thrones have 
also released supporting content in 360-degree format. We continue to believe that 
immersive 360-degree video will grow in relevance and reach. Much of it will be watched on 
static screens, with viewers scrolling around using a finger or mouse, rather than on a virtual 
reality headset. Support from Facebook and YouTube of 360-degree images and video means 
there is a ready-made audience of over 1.6 billion people. 

In 2016 Google develops a lightweight version of Android Wear to offer low-cost fitness 
bands. It is now clear that Google intends focus its near-term efforts a smartwatch version 
of Android Wear. We believe that Google's rationale for doing so includes disappointing sales 
of basic fitness trackers and the company's reluctance to fragment its platform for 
wearables. Nevertheless, Google has recognised the value of activity tracking and has placed 
more emphasis on this area in the Android Wear 2.0 update. 

Intel or Qualcomm acquires InvenSense in 2016. In December 2016, InvenSense was 
acquired by Japanese company TDK for $1.3 billion. In retrospect, this is a logical purchase 
given the fall in InvenSense's market capitalization and TDK's broad portfolio of sensors and 
radio frequency (RF) products. The move follows the creation of RF360 Holdings, a joint 
venture between TDK and Qualcomm to develop RF front-end technologies. 

Many European operators move away from offering subsidized devices in 2016. Operator 
financing schemes for high-end devices did become more prevalent in 2016, and SIM-only 
sales continued to see strong growth, but the move away from subsidy was not as pronounced 
as we had expected. One reason is that manufacturers did not push early upgrade plans as 
hard as we had anticipated, meaning that there was less pressure on operators to retaliate. 

In 2016, regulators use alterative remedies to sanction in-market consolidation. The 
European Commission's leading criteria for consolidation among mobile operators in 2016 
turned out to be facilitation of a new market entrant. More inventive remedies such as tough 
obligations for network coverage were not employed. In the UK, Three was either unable or 
unwilling to enable a fourth operator as part of its planned merger with O2. However, in 
Italy, the Wind and Three deal was allowed to pass, following concessions made to enable 
French company Iliad to enter the market. 

A major device manufacturer offers a radical new smartphone design using free-form 
display technology in 2016. This prediction proved incorrect, but we still expect it to 
happen in the future. At present, innovation on smartphones is largely incremental. Even 
one of the most striking new devices to date, Samsung's Galaxy S8 continues to use the 
established design of a rectangular block with a fixed touch-screen display, albeit a curved 
one with minimal bezels (see Instant Insight: Galaxy S8 Is Samsung's Most Important Launch 
for a Decade). 

https://my.ccsinsight.com/Research/item.html?id=3369

